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George Gittoes
George Gittoes is a fascinating artist who is hard
to describe. I have admired him for many years
having seen his Heavy Industry paintings in the
nineties. He is so much more than a painter; he is
a filmmaker, humanitarian and photojournalist. His
passion for sharing art with everyone has taken
him to conflict zones all over the world. To start the
interview; I asked him about his role in the creation
of Hazelhurst.
I’ve known about Ben and Hazel Broadhurst most of
my life because I was from Rockdale and that’s where
they had their shirt factory. They were important to me
because I’m a mystic. I feel that mystics are very badly
treated in our culture and time. From my earliest memory,
I’ve never been able to see the total darkness of night.
If I’m in a room with my eyes open and it is pitch black,
the whole room is full of butterfly wings and shapes and
colours. One of the reasons I started painting was to try
to let people see what I could see on ‘the other side’.

ARTIST SPOTLIGHT
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were doing palm readings and studying the spiritual.
Ben even believed he could bring objects over from the
other side. When he left his place to Council, he couldn’t
have found anyone better than me to champion it. And
the opposition was incredible. The Council wanted to
turn it into a sports ground. Byron Hurst and a few of the
independent councillors approached me.
The Broadhursts had stipulated the bequest had to be
used for culture, but some councillors were so opposed
to that, they went around and letterboxed people saying
this proposal was a huge threat to Sutherland Shire,
a waste of public money. There was a desire for more
Elliot – The Scream

What I loved about Ben Broadhurst was that he believed
in all of that, and this is in a culture and an era when it
was terrible being an artist. From an early age, I knew I
was an artist. When I was young I’d look at a mirror and
it would change into a doorway to somewhere else. I said
to my sister Pam ‘can you see this?’ Because I didn’t
know as a kid if other people could see these things,
and she thought I was mad. One day I bought a book by
Evelyn Underhill called Mysticism and suddenly I realised
that’s what I am! It’s alright to be like me! I’m not mad.
I joined a couple of libraries where I could get books on
mystics and started looking at Sufism. I read all the great
mystics like Julian of Norwich, St Teresa, Ignatius Loyola
and The Cloud of Unknowing and trying to work out what
this strange thing was.
The Sutherland Shire in those days was the heart of
materialism. People hated mysticism or anything to do
with the arts or the spiritual, and yet here was this place
at Gymea, in the centre of it, where the Broadhursts
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Respect for the arts has
improved in the Shire but I still
feel that there is room to bring
more art into the community…
When it was the Centenary of the
Royal National Park we did what
we called the TREE Shows (Theatre
Reaching Environments Everywhere),
we did massive shows at Wattamolla,
Bundeena and a huge one called The
Sea right at Gunnamatta Bay in
Cronulla. We attracted around seven
thousand people to each of these
spectacular events. We would involve
everyone because we believed
everyone is creative.

All seeing, courtesy of the artist

sports fields! Sport was seen as needed for mental health
and art was seen as encouraging weakness.
A decisive council meeting was called, at which Byron
Hurst and others organised for me to talk. I gave the
most passionate public speech of my life. I was an
advocate for art and that talk turned them around.
The prime reason Hazelhurst is so successful is that it is
built within a spiritual garden filled with a magical vibe;
it’s almost a doorway into another world, like my mirrors
when I was a kid. A lot of people go there to have a meal;
they don’t only go to see the exhibitions. The dream that
Ben and Hazel Broadhurst had has come true and it has
made me very happy.
I think Hazelhurst has helped to transform the Sutherland
Shire and one of the arguments I used in that speech
was that hundreds of artists living in the Shire weren’t
represented. You had all these sportspeople whose
interests were catered for, but having an Arts Centre is
recognition that we have a significant creative community
in the Shire.
Some people even doubted there were poets and artists
in the Shire. They thought that art was unnecessary and
an indulgence for rich people.
Unfortunately, the kinds of people that rise in councils are
often real estate developers who have a vested interest
in commercial projects. I would like to see a national ban
on anyone who has any interest in real estate or property
development from being allowed to be in any council.
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For example, one year we’d ask the
Volunteer Fire Brigade to do security
and logistics, and the next year the
firemen would come to me and say,
“George, this is not fair! We want to
create too! Get someone else to do
the security; we can do massive water sculptures with
our hoses.”
The CSIRO Marine Scientists from the Department
of Fisheries were all professional divers, so we got
them doing underwater ballet with coloured lights
moving luminous things underwater, and they loved
it! We involved the aboriginal community; many of the
children from Kirinari Aboriginal Hostel took part when
we did theatre workshops. Professional dancers from
Sydney dance companies and famous musicians
from the Sydney Conservatorium of Music rubbed
shoulders with the locals. With this long history of
doing community arts in the Shire, we had credibility
when fighting for Hazelhurst. There was this example of
how successfully TREE had engaged every level of the
community.
In a way, Hazelhurst is an extension of TREE. I’m sure
Ben and Hazel were in the council chamber when I gave
that talk. I felt I was an advocate for the arts and once we
got it through it became a process of raising the money.
Meredith Burgmann was the first woman to become the
Leader of the House in the Senate in NSW. Meredith
gave a talk on the grounds and she helped to get
government funding.
Betty Kelly was a former director of the Contemporary
Art Society in Sydney and ran the Hogarth Galleries for
a while. Betty had moved to Bundeena and became
a champion of the Hazelhurst project and was on the
organising committee along with Byron Hurst, Derril
Greenway who was council Property Director, Diedre
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The only thing I regret about the way we put the gallery
together is that we didn’t create a storage space for
the gallery to have its collection because I know a lot of
artists would love to donate works to Hazelhurst. It would
be wonderful if there was a small space showcasing
artists in the collection where school students could go
and see them.

Can you tell me a bit about the
projects you are working on?
We just had the Surf Shack show (An exhibition in a mid20th century house about to be demolished that was the
home to local surfers for five years) and for that, I created
the Augustus Tower Suite, and I can describe it in one
line, it’s an exhibition about a time when the bad guys
have won. There have never been so many dictatorial
leaders in power: we have Putin, a murderous Prince
in Saudi Arabia, dictators in Belarus, Venezuela, The
Philippines, Nicaragua, Cambodia and too many other
places. It’s a dangerous time. I’ve been producing works
which are a warning, similar to the works of Otto Dix,
Max Beckman and George Grosz that was done before
the rise of Hitler. With the recent Democrat victory in the
US, this dark phase in history could be passing.

George during the shoot of Snow Monkey filmed in Jalalabad Afghanistan
with Najeeb, King of the Gypsies and the Razor Gang.
L-R (Bottom row) Steel (head of the gang) George, Bull Dog,
Top L Najeeb, back ground extra gang members.

Fewell who was the president of Friends of Hazelhust
and others.

I don’t have a dealer in Sydney, that’s why I think that
galleries like Hazelhurst are so important for me to
continue to have Regional gallery shows. I’ve got a
travelling exhibition at the moment called On Being
There which is largely about the work Hellen and I have
done in Afghanistan with the Yellow House. It’s been on
at Newcastle Gallery, next it’s going to Wollongong,
Casula, Broken Hill, Townsville, Rockhampton, and
South Australia.
I love doing exhibitions that reach school students
throughout the country. The show at Wollongong will
include works from Heavy Industry and my locally shaped

Gradually the funding came together; then
we met with the architects and saw the
building through until it was finished. We
are very proud of it. I still love to drop in
at Hazelhurst whenever I can and see the
people there. I think that it lived up to what
it should have been. Belinda Hanrahan
has been a great choice for the Director as
she brought all her experience from the Art
Gallery of NSW.
I think Carrie Kibbler is one of the best
curators in Australia. I have tremendous
respect for her. Hazelhurst staff have done
wonderful shows like Weapons for the
Soldier. They are always ahead of the game.
Staying Alive, courtesy of the artist
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Painted during the filming of White Light at the South Side Chicago Yellow House
in collaboration with local artist Marcus Darius Ford, Courtesy of the artist

surfboards. Casula is more about that region having a
large proportion of immigrants and refugees; we will link
into that multiculturalism.
On an international level, I’m working towards having
a large retrospective at the Peabody Essex Museum
in Salem, Massachusetts, curated by Trevor Smith.
They’ve taken two huge works (each 9.7 x 4.5 m) titled
Kill Kulture AmeriKa, for their permanent collection. Also,
they’ll have works from the rest of my career, so that’s a
massive show, which will eventually travel to Syracuse in
New York, Nashville in Tennessee and then on to Europe.
With film, we are working on a series of films
called Blood Mystic which will aim to be twenty
four one hour episodes for TV that will keep me
busy for the next few years. We are doing that in
collaboration with a major and forward-thinking
Hollywood Studio. Had it not been for the Covid
Pandemic, we would have been doing the first one
in Iraq. While making Soundtrack to War, I grew
to know and love Bagdad and I’m worried about
what is happening there with thousands of students
protesting against the corruption of the government,
so I’m using footage I already shot about the
aspirations people have for the future and showing
how those aspirations haven’t been realised.

integrate what I have witnessed in the past with what is
happening now. The films will be a combination of archival
and new footage, and hopefully, implement a message of
peace, to show how stupid conflict and war are, in a time
when we should be moving towards a more united and
peaceful world.
It worries me greatly that Australia has being forced to
choose between America and China; It seems misguided
to be buying submarines to fight a potential war against
China! How many people would die in that war? On
either side…and I can’t see us coming up the victors, yet
we are spending fifty billion dollars to buy submarines to
fight China or our neighbour Indonesia?

Hamlet, courtesy of the artist

From Iraq, we’ll go to Afghanistan to do two TV
hours there, then Nicaragua, Rwanda, Somalia,
Cambodia, South Africa, the Middle East and the
Philippines. This film series is an opportunity for me
to go back to all the conflict zones I’ve worked in and
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What I’ve learnt in my lifetime of
work is that good usually wins
in the end. I hope people from
the Shire will go to Wollongong
to see On Being There, it’s in
February, and it’s about solutions
and optimism.
The thing that makes people smile
when they hear from me is that,
regardless of all the horrors I have
witnessed, I have remained an
optimist; I get my optimism from
seeing the power of what art can
do in these places. At our Yellow
Houses in Jalalabad and Chicago,
we have seen hundreds and
hundreds of really positive
changes that have come about
because artists have been there
doing creative things and teaching
other people how to work in film, painting, art, music
and so on.
Then we look at the difference between what art
achieves and American drones going over, bombing
and randomly killing people in Afghanistan and Iraq or
the police shooting people in Chicago, and see that the
violent approach doesn’t work.
I’m sure Ben Broadhurst is sitting on my shoulder saying
‘you are right George, take the spiritual road, take the
creative road’. And that’s what we are doing. Art and
creativity can be taken into war zones to face off against
the destruction of the military machine. I never carry a
gun! All these years I’ve never hurt anyone, I’ve never
punched anyone, I’ve never shot anyone. I rarely raise
my voice and I’m still alive! And I’ve saved children in
Rwanda and done all these things because I believe in
creativity.
My art is most relevant for people under the age of 30.
I’m pleased to hear that every year students who are
studying art in NSW have to do an essay on an Australian
artist, and every year many of them write about George
Gittoes. And the reason for that is that they want to think
that there is hope and art can make a difference.

You can see it in the film Snow Monkey
how people respond to you and how
people come together.
I walk down the street in Jalalabad; I might just be going
to buy some bananas, and it takes me an hour to get
back because everyone invites me in for a cup of tea,
they love me and they know that I’m Australian. But
Australia spent a million dollars per year to keep a soldier
in Afghanistan when our forces were deployed there.

Hellen teaching YHJ Women’s team how to use drone cameras

Imagine if they spent that money
on art centres!
That’s right. Originally, The Yellow House was fully
funded by Hellen and me. We taught people selfsufficiency. We’ve given them the skills with computers
and everything else needed for film production enabling
them to make and sell their films and their TV programs
and making a living from it. We taught the youth to make
films. Some were so poor they sold ice cream to provide
for their families. We helped them to go back to school
and continued helping them. Now they all have jobs on
television and other media.
The women that Hellen taught in her workshops went
on to have shows on radio and television, where before
they weren’t allowed to do that. Hellen was the first
woman to sing before a mixed audience in Afghanistan.
That broke down that taboo; the girls and women in
the workshops can now come to the Yellow House with
another female as a chaperone, where before they had to
be accompanied by a man.
You could not bring about those changes by putting a
gun to a proud Afghan’s head and saying you’ve got
to let your little daughter go to school. So we created
Pashto language films where we had the role models
of women who are high achievers, who had been to
University and got them into the homes where an illiterate
mother would see what can happen if her daughters get
an education, and then persuade her husband to let their
daughters go to school. It really has worked.
What we discovered was there are lots of
misconceptions about the Taliban and fundamentalist
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Islam, not only in our culture but in their culture as well.
We were always worried that the head of the Taliban
Mawlana Haqqani would come to the Yellow House and
cut our heads off. We believed that was a threat, and
one day he did come, and he had his soldiers all around
us with guns, and we didn’t know what was going
to happen, they closed off the street. Hellen was out
shopping. I told her to come back and keep her Burka on
when she came in the gate.
Haqqani sat there surrounded by his gun-carrying
bodyguards and said ‘we’ve done an investigation into
you’; I thought that’s not sounding good. He then said
that after a thorough investigation they found that what
I was doing was good for the people of Afghanistan and
the people of Jalalabad and that they were going to put
us under their umbrella of protection. When Hellen was
the first woman to sing to a mixed audience; Haqqani
was there supporting her.
An enterprising businessman bought an electronic
billboard for Jalalabad but he was too afraid to use it
for anything but advertising times for Mosque. I started
putting the trailers of our films on there; the Taliban
came up and looked a bit worried. I had all the Snow
Monkey boys around me. I told them this film was
created by children of Jalalabad for children of Jalalabad.
There was no foreign influence, and they saw the reason
behind that and supported it. Now we can use the
electronic billboard to promote the films.
But we have to be very careful that if we put anything in
there that is distasteful to them it could ruin everything.
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Augustus Tower Suite for the Surf Shack Show Oct 5-11th 2020
“the bad guys have won”

We run the scripts past a whole lot of Mullahs and other
people and things you might think they’d object to, like
having university-educated women doing talk shows on
the radio doesn’t worry them. What would worry them
would be people disrespecting the Quran. That would be
the end of the Yellow House.
The kind of subjects we have in our films, which are
mainly about progressing social values to do with women
and girls, have never been objected to.
A lot of what I’ve been able to do in Afghanistan started
in the Sutherland Shire with the TREE shows. What
we are doing in Jalalabad and South-Side Chicago
is applying what we learnt with the people of the
Sutherland Shire. Recognising everyone is creative and
respecting the talents of everyone. Most of my work
is a collaborative process. It seems that collaborative
community openness never meets opposition. It’s the key
to everything. That is why I’m so pleased that the spirit of
Hazel and Ben helped us make Hazelhurst happen. I’m
very proud of it. I believe it’s the best and most positive
regional gallery in Australia.
If you would like to know more about George
Gittoes, you can read his book Blood Mystic
and you can see his latest film White Light
on ABC iview. For more information visit his
website: gittoes.com
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